
 
 

By Bill Landauer 

For weeks, ten people in the Harrisburg area were 

hooked on a 24-hour channel – Penelope TV. There 

was one star, Penelope Nelson, and she didn’t do 

much more than nap, cry and soil the occasional 

diaper. 

 

Penelope was born on Dec. 28, 2020, two weeks 

premature. Pre-birth examinations showed she 

would suffer from birth defects, such as Dandy-

Walker Syndrome, a rare genetic disorder that 

causes a shrunken cerebellum. At first, doctors 

believed her chances for survival were small. Her 

parents brought her to Penn State Health Children’s 

Hospital’s Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) from a nearby hospital after she was born.  

 

More than a month later, Penelope is a feisty, 6-pound little charmer with a full head of brown hair. 

Her mom and dad and relatives across the Harrisburg region watched her transformation via video 

feed from the NICU’s AngelEye Health camera. In December 2020, the Children’s Hospital 

purchased 56 cameras with support from Children’s Miracle Network, enough for every bed in the 

hospital. A matching grant from the John E. Morgan Foundation to Children’s Miracle Network 

helped to purchase these cameras.  

 

In rooms like Penelope’s, a metal arm holds a box the size of a digital alarm clock over the bed. The 

box is a camera. It allowed Brittany and partner Jacob Nelson to watch a constant video feed of 

Penelope using an app on their smartphones or a web browser on a laptop computer. Was leaving 

hard? “Not anymore,” Jacob said at the time. “Honestly, AngelEye makes it easier.” 
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AngelEye Cameras 

While their daughter, Penelope, is in the Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit at Penn State Health Children’s 

Hospital, Brittany Baumgartner and her husband, Jacob 
Nelson, check in on her with the AngelEye camera app.  

View more “dollars at work” examples at CMNHershey.org. 

 


